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BOREL GAMES AND THE BAIRE PROPERTY

BY

KENNETH SCHILLING AND ROBERT VAUGHT

Abstract. The Borel game operations are a natural generalization of the operation

(A). It is shown that these operations preserve the property of Baire in all topological

spaces. Applications are given to invariant descriptive set theory and the model

theory of infinitary logic.

Introduction. It is a classical theorem that the operation (A) preserves the Baire

property in an arbitrary topological space. There are two proofs—e.g., in Kuratow-

ski's Topology [6], One (§11, VII) is valid in general; while the other (§19,1, 4) works

only if some countability assumption is made for the space (e.g., for a separable

metric, but not for an arbitrary metric space).1

Corresponding to each Borel subset of 9(tc) is an operation GL which can be

construed as a generalization of the operation (A). It is called a Borel game

operation. D. A. Martin [7] established the fundamental fact that all Borel games are

determinate. Using Martin's result, R. Solovay showed that the Borel game opera-

tions preserve the Baire property in all spaces which are Polish (separable, complete

metrizable). In this paper, we show (Theorem A) that the result holds in arbitrary

topological spaces. At the same time, using a recently discovered method of Kechris

[5], we shall (in Theorem B) extend to all spaces a result of Burgess, which locates in

a useful way the position of the outcome set when GL is applied 'mod meager', in

terms of the input sets 'mod meager'.

We also will show that these results have a it-version in which games are played on

an arbitrary infinite cardinal k, and meager, Baire property, etc., are replaced by

their usual K-versions.

In §1, a detailed statement of the results is given.

1. Detailed statement of results. Let R be any nonempty set and let r (usually

subscripted) range over R. Suppose Q is a subset of R" (the set of all functions on

the set a? of natural numbers to R). We write

(*) Vr03rxVr23r3 • • • (rQ, rx, r2, r3,...) E Q

to mean that player II has a winning strategy in the (infinite) game in which I plays

rQ, II plays rx, I plays r2, etc., and II wins if r = (r0, rx, r2,...) E Q. (A winning

strategy for player II is a function F on the set Sq(F) of all nonempty finite
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sequences of elements of F to F such that, for any (r0, r2, r4>...), if rx = F((r0)),

r3 = FHr0, r2)), etc., then (r0, r„ r2, r3,...) G <2) We write

(**) 3/-0Vr,3r2Vz-3 • • ■ (r0, r,, r2, r3,...) g g

if player I has a winning strategy in the above game. This assertion is called the dual

of the assertion (*). It is not difficult to show, using the axiom of choice, that there

exist F and Q for which (*) and (**) both fail. The game is then said to be

indeterminate.

It is easy to see (and we shall often use) that, e.g., (*) holds only if V/*0(3z*,V/-23r3

• • • r E Q) holds.

Give Ra the product topology based on the discrete topology for F. The game

above is called a Borel game if Q is Borel in Ra. Martin's theorem [7] states that if

the game is Borel, then it is determinate. One easily verifies that Q E Ru is Borel if

and only if Q = [r E R" : {n : (r0,... ,rn) E W) E L) for some W E Soir) and

some L Borel in 9(a), (9(B) is the power set of B and has the usual topology from

its twin 2B.)

Let A be a fixed nonempty set, whose members are denoted by k (subscripted).

(Usually below, K will be a.) Suppose F E 9(a) and A is a nonempty set. If

A = (As : s E Sq(A)) is any system of subsets of X, then G*'KiA) (the (A, F)-game

operation applied to the system A) is the set of all x E X such that

Vk03kxVk23k3--- ({n:xEAkokr..k} el).

If A = a, we omit 'A' and speak of the "game operation Gf "; often X is also

omitted. If F is Borel in 9(a), the above operation is, by definition, a Borel A-game

operation. The operation (A) is roughly the case where K = a, Lis closed, and II is

the only player. Note that if x is fixed, the game above is indeed a Borel game.

Henceforth in this paper, X will be an arbitrary topological space, and % will be a

weak basis for X (that is, a family of nonempty open sets such that for any

nonempty open 0, there is a U E 9> such that Î/Ç0. One can, for example, take %

to be the family of all nonempty open sets). The letters U and V, usually subscripted,

will range over 9>. U A, B E X, write A *£ B to mean that A — B is meager. A = B

means that A < B and B =£ A. A has the Baire property if for some open set 0,

A = 0. X is a Baire space if no nonempty open set is meager. We will often use

without mention the fact (see, e.g., [6]) that if A E 0 and 0 is open, then A is meager

in (the sense of the subspace) 0 if and only if A is meager.

We can now state the generalized Solovay and Burgess theorems (to be proved in

§5).

Theorem. Let L be a Borel subset of9ia). Suppose for each s E Sq(w), As has the

Baire property in the topological space X. Then

(A) igeneralized Solovay) G = G^"iA) has the Baire property; and

(B) igeneralized Burgess) if X is a Baire space, then for any open set 0, 0 < G if and

only if

(1)    Vi/0 Ç 0VÄro3£/, Ç UQ3kxVU2 E UxVk2 ■ ■ ■ ({n :3mUm <^0...*J G l).
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Solovay and Burgess [1] proved (A) and (B), respectively, assuming that X is

Polish (more or less). These proofs as given certainly seem not to work in spaces with

no type of countability condition. Theorem (B), for the case when G£-u is the

operation (A), was obtained only recently by the second author [13]. (See [4] for an

independent related result.)

More recently Kechris [5] gave a beautiful new proof of both the Solovay and the

Burgess results, one of whose features is that the two are proved together. (In fact,

everything follows from one direction of Burgess's theorem.) Kechris dealt with

spaces with a countable basis which can be represented in a particular way (see §4).

We show in (A) and (B) that Burgess's result, as well as Solovay's, extends to

arbitrary topological spaces. Our proof follows the method of Kechris.

The proofs of (A) and (B) and related matters occupy §§2-5. In §6 we consider an

arbitrary infinite cardinal «. In any space X. A E X is called K-meager if it is the

union of at most « (ordinary) nowhere dense sets. The notions A <K B, A =K B, and

K-Baire property are defined in exact analogy to the case k = a. (E.g., A has the

K-Baire property if A =K0 for some open set 0.) We show in §6 that both the

Solovay and Burgess theorems generalize to the «-notions; that is, (A) and (B) hold if

Sq(to) is replaced by Sq(zc), Baire property by K-Baire property, < by ^K,and G*-"

by G*\

Burgess applied his work to the *-transform of [13], which can take place in a

topological action, and, in particular, in the "logic action", to obtain new results of

the form of Lopez-Escobar's "invariant Borel = Lu u". In the 'bad' X to which we

extend Burgess's result, this procedure fails in a sense because X has no countable

basis. However, applying our «-results in this way works perfectly for LK+K. The

results obtained are new even when L is at the lowest level, i.e.. closed. They fill a

gap mentioned explicitly in [13] where no «-analogue was found for the earlier

results there about the operation (A). These matters are considered in §7.

Solovay's original results applied not only to the Borel game operations, but also

to a wider class of Boolean operations, the so-called absolutely A'2 operations.

(Solovay never published these results, though they do appear with proof in [2].)

These results were slightly modified and generalized by the second author in

unpublished work announced at a meeting in Wroclaw in 1977. Since then the first

author has obtained a full generalization of Solovay's theorem (and the present

Theorem (A)): roughly, absolutely A'2 operations preserve the Baire property in all

topological spaces. (See [11].)

Solovay's theorem, and the second author's generalization, apply also when "Baire

property and meager" are replaced by "measurable and measure zero" for suitable

measure spaces, and even to an arbitrary a-field and ideal, provided the induced

Boolean algebra satisfies appropriate countability conditions. More recently, the first

author has succeeded in adapting the arguments herein to cover these other cases.

All these matters will be considered in a paper to appear soon.

2. More background. Let / be any set and 5 E 9il). Given any set X, S

determines an Fary operation 0* over 9iX), where

6sx(iAl:iEl)) = {x:{i:xEAi)ES).
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(Reference to X is often omitted.) Operations so obtainable are called Boolean. Note

that, given L E9(a) and a fixed A, the game operation Gf,/f is Boolean; in fact

gx,k _ ¡qx where j _ SqiK), and W G S if and only if

Vk03kxVk2--- ({n:(k0,kx,...,kn)EW} EL).

The following fact is well known and easily proved.

2.1. 7/0 is an I-ary Boolean operation for X where I is countable, and A, = B, for

each i E I, then Q(A) = 0(F).

From 2.1 one sees at once that the Solovay Theorem (A) and the Burgess Theorem

(B) reduce to the case where all of the sets As are open.

Suppose < is a relation on the set F such that for any r E R there is an s E R

such that s < r. Strictly speaking the (already used) notation

(2) Vz-03z-, < r0Vr2 =S r, •• • r E P

needs clarification. It is easy to see that the following two possible interpretations of

(2) are equivalent.

(2')      Vr03z-,Vr2 ■ • • ((Vn * 0)(r2„ *£ r2n_x) - V«(r2lI+1 < r2n and r G P))

and

(2") there exists a function F such that

(i) F is defined on the set of all sequences (r0, r2,.. .,r2n)    such that, for

i = 1,2,...,«, F((r0, r2,...,r2,_2)) is defined and r2, =£ F((z-0,...,r2l_2));

(ü)F((r0,r2,...,r2n))</-2„;and

(iii) if r = (r0, r„ r2>...) is a play according to F, i.e., rQ > rx > r2 > r3 > ■■ -,

and rx = F((/-0)), r3 = F((r0, r2)), etc., then r E P.

Either may be taken as the definition of (2). Using (2') one sees that, if F is Borel

inF", then the game referred to by (2) is a Borel game. In fact, let 11°, 1 <^<w,,

denote the standard Borel classifications as, for example, in [13]. Then using (2') one

can see that if F is a H*¡ set with £ 3= 2, the game referred to by (2) is a n° game.

(This also holds for £ = 1; see [13, p. 276].)

3. The generalized Banach-Mazur theorem. The Banach-Mazur theorem expresses

the condition "B is comeager" in terms of a game.

Theorem 3.1 (Banach-Mazur). Let BEX. Then

Vi/03/7, E U0VU2 E UX3U3 E U2 ■ ■ ■  (\UnEB
h<Eu

if and only if B is comeager.

This is proved in [9]. A simpler proof of the main (left-to-right) implication for the

case when X has a countable basis is implicit in [5].

Let P E XX a". (We sometimes write, e.g., Pxk or F(x, k) for (x, k) E P.)

Following a modified Kechris-style approach, we shall later derive both main

theorems (A) and (B) from the following Theorem (C).
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U

VU0Vk03Ux E U03kyU2 E UxVk2 ■■■ l fl UmE {xEX: Pxk)\,
mGo)

then [x E X: Vzc03/c,Vz<:2 • • • Pxk) is comeager.

(C) can be regarded as a generalization or strengthening of the main implication

of the Banach-Mazur theorem, which is obtained by taking Pxk if x E B. For

certain F (the main ones used below) (C) is just one direction of Burgess's theorem,

and so (C) was proved by Burgess for these F if A is Polish. Kechris [5] stated and

proved (C) for arbitrary F for his special, countably based X.

There are two quite different proofs of (C). One, the longer of the two, must

repeat and complicate the proof of the Banach-Mazur theorem for arbitrary X. This

proof also works for the «-version of (C) and will be given in §6. The other, which

works only for a, is apparently shorter as it succeeds in using the Banach-Mazur

theorem. In fact we shall show that (C) follows immediately from a "game theorem"

which is a generalization to the uncountable of a theorem of Kechris [5].

4. The game theorem. Let (C, *£) be a partially ordered set, and let subscripted p

range over elements of C. Let Z be the set of p E C" such that p0 3= p, > p2 >

Define the equivalence relation F on Z by pEq if for each m the sequence q is

eventually <pm, and vice versa. Let X = Xc = Z/E, the set of all equivalence

classes p/E for p E Z.

Aside. Xc can be given a topology so that the sets {p/E: for some n, pn< r) for

r E C form a basis. These spaces Xc for C countable are just the spaces which

Kechris [5] considers, e.g., in connection with Theorems (A) and (B). For C

countable, he obtains the following theorem, which we now prove in general.

Theorem 4.1 (The Game Theorem). Let Q EXCX to". //

(*) V^0V/c03p, ̂ Po3kxVp2 <PlVkx ■ ■ ■ Q(p/E, k),

then

(**) Vp0lPt^PoVP2<Pf- (Vk03kxVk2---Q(p/E,k)).

Proof. Let F be a winning strategy for (*). One can easily find a bijection

s : a -» Sq(w) such that i <j whenever s¡ E Sj. (s, is an initial piece of s,.) If

t E Sq(a),put$(t) = s'\t).Putv(i, j) = $(sA {0,l,...,j}).

We describe a winning strategy for II in the/z,-game in (**). Suppose I has played

(q0, qx,. . . ,qk). k determines sk = (m0, m„. . . ,m„). For i < n, sv(ki) =

(m0, m,,.. .,m¡) and clearly 0 « v(k,0) < v(k, 1) < ■ • • < v(k, n) = k. We may

consider z = (qv(k0)> m0,...,qv(k n), mn) as a list of player I's first n + 1 moves of

the game (*). Applying our strategy to z we get F(z) = (r, e). We now have II play

r. On the side he 'remembers' e by defining an auxiliary function u; he puts

u(%,---,qk) = €-

Notice that if n < n', #((m0,.. .,mn)) = k, #((m0,... ,mn.y) = k' and i < n, then

both sequences have the same reduction to {0,...,/}, so u(/c, i) = u(zc', z). Infor-

mally, II is simulating many games of type (*) during one play of (**).
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Suppose now that p = iq0, r0, qx, rx,...) is a full play of the p-part of (**)

following our strategy. We must construct a strategy showing that

(***) Vi03j0Vix3jx ■■■Qip/E,ii0,j0,...)).

Suppose I has played to date (in (***)) (z0,. ..,z'„). Let k = #(z0,... ,i„) so that

(z0,... ,i„) = sk. In playing (**) above after I played q0,... ,qk, we had 'in mind'

(z0,... ,z'„). So II now plays (in (***)) m((q0, ...,qk)).

Let (i0, j0,ix, /',,...) be a full play of (***) by this strategy. For any n, let

k(n) = #((i0,- - ■ ,'„))■ Put 4; = qk(n) and r„' = rk(n). Then clearly

(<7Ó< ¿o> ró> Á)> <7Í> '1» ri, Ju- ■ ■)is a (correctly descending) play of (*) according to the

strategy F Hence QHq'Q, r¿, q[, r[,...)/E, (z0, j0, ix, /,,...)) holds. But

(<70' r0> <?!' r\>- ••) = (^Zc(O)' rA:(0)> 9/c(l)> rZc(l)>---)>

which   is   F-equivalent   to   iq0, r0, qx, r,,. . .).   Hence   ô((^0» r0' 9i< ri>- • •)/■£>

(»0» 7o'i» y'i»•••))» as desired.

We conclude this section with two useful lemmas.

Lemma 4.2. Let K be a set and Q E Xc X A". Let F be a winning strategy for

(!) Vp0Vk03px<p03kx---Q(p/E,k).

Suppose further that G is another strategy for (!) such that, for any play z =

ip0, k0, p2, k2,... ,p2n, k2n) of il) ifGiz) = iq, m) and Fiz) = iq', m'), then q < q'

and m = zrz'. Then G is also a winning strategy for (!).

Proof. Suppose that (p0, k0, px, kx, p2, k2,...) is a play of (!) in which II has

followed the strategy G. We must show that Qip/E, k) holds.

Consider the sequence (p0, kQ, p\, kx, p2, k2, p3, k3,...), where, for all zz, p'2n+x

= FHp0, k0, p2, k2,...,p2n, k2n)), that is, the result of playing the strategy F

against I's previous moves. Then p2n+x < p'2n+\ by assumption. Clearly p2n + 2 <

p2n+x, and sop2„ + 2 <p'2n + x. This shows that ip0, k0, p\, kx,...) is actually a play

of the game (!). Since it is a play according to the winning strategy F, we have

Qiip0, p\, p2, p\,-.-), k). But clearly the sequence ip0, p\, p2, p'3,...)is F-equiva-

lent top, so we have Qip/E, k), as desired.

For any p, q E C, p and q are said to be incompatible if there is no r E C such

that r =£p and r ^ q. We say that p 'resolves' q just in case either p =£ q or p is

incompatible with q. Note that if p' < p and p resolves q, then so does />', and that

for all p and q, there is a p' < p that resolves q.

As a corollary of 4.2 we have

Proposition 4.3 (Resolving Lemma). Let K be any set, Q E XCX K". Let

ias : s E Sq(A)) be a system of elements of C. Then if

(!) \/p0Vk03px3kx---Q(p/E,k),

there is a winning strategy G for (!) such that, for any play ip0, k0, px, kx,...) of (!)

played according to G, for every odd number n,p„ resolves ako.. .k¡¡_ t and ako.. .^. (5o,

in particular, for all n, pn+x resolves ak(j.. /tn.)
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Proof. Let F be a winning strategy for (!). We describe the strategy G.

Suppose play to date has gone ip0, k0,... ,p„-X, kn_x), n odd (so it is IPs move).

Say F tells II to play ipn, kn). As remarked above, there is p'n <pn such that p'n

resolves ak ...k    , andp'n' < p'n such thatp" resolves ak ...k (and ak .. ,k    ). II plays

P'n-
It is clear that this strategy G satisfies the hypotheses of 4.2, and so is a winning

strategy for (!). It is also clear that in any play according to G, the desired resolving

takes place. This completes the proof.

By the same proof we get 4.3', which is the same as 4.3 except that (!) is replaced

by

(!') 3Po3k0VPxVkx---Qip/E, k)

and the work 'odd' is everywhere replaced by 'even'.

5. On GLiA). We now apply the results of §4 to the topological space X. Theorem

(C) is almost immediate from 4.1.

Theorem (C). If

(3)       VU0Vk03Ux E U03kxVU2 E i/,V/c2 • ■ • ( Pi UmE {xEX: Pxk}\,
m G co

then [x E X: Vk03kxVk2 ■ ■ ■ Pxk) is comeager.

Proof. Consider (C, E) where C is the weak basis 9¡. Obviously we can let

Q(U/E, k) if and only if r\m£u Um E {x : Pxk). Hence by applying 4.1, we have

V£/03l/, Ç í/0 • • ■    V/c03/c,... [Vie  H U„}Pxk   .

This condition clearly implies

Vt/03t/, ç í/0 • • • ( fi UmQ{x:Vk03kx ■ ■ ■ Pxk}}.

(The first one says there is a single strategy for all x, the second a strategy for each

x.) By the Banach-Mazur theorem (3.1) it follows that {x:Vkn3kx ■■■Pxk) is

comeager, as desired.

We can now obtain a variant of (C) which is very close to one direction of (B). For

the remainder of this section we fix L (L is not yet assumed to be Borel) and sets

As E X (for s E Sq(w)). We assume the As are open; by 2.1 this does not change (A)

and (B).

Theorem 5.1 (Corollary of (C)). If

(1') \/U0Vk03Ux E U03kx ■ ■ ■ [n:3mUmEAko...kn}EL,

then

G=GL(A)= [x:Vi03V [n: x E Ako...k] 6lj

is comeager. (Note that (Y) is similar to (1) z'zz §1 with E in place of < .)
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Proof. Let P(x, k) if and only if {« : x E Ak ...k ) G L. The conclusion of 5.1

will follow from (C) if we can obtain the hypothesis of (C), namely (3) above.

Play (1') by the strategy guaranteed by 4.3, with (C, <) = ($, Ç), K = w,

QiU/E,k) if and only if {« : 3mUm E Ak¡¡...k } G L, and as = As. Suppose

iU0, k0,Ux, kx,...) is a play in this way, and x E rimeu)[/m. Then we know that

t/n+1 resolves Ak k, and {zz : 3mUm E Ako...k) E L. We want to show Pxk, that

is {n: x E Ak ...k } E L, so it is clearly enough to show x E Ak ...k if and only if

3mUm E Ak ...k . From right to left this is obvious. For the converse, suppose there

is no m such that Um E Ak ...k . Then, since Un+X resol ves Ak ...k¡, U„+x andAkk

are incompatible in ("3d, E). But since % is a weak basis, this implies that UH+X D

^* • -•* = 0• Thus x & Aki...k . This completes the proof.

Notice that

5.2. Fa F is Borel, the game in either (1) or (1') « a Foz-ez7 game iand, hence, by

Martin's theorem, determinate).

Proof. The claim is, say, that the set of all z = (i/0, k0,Ux, kx,...) such that

(zz : 3mUm E Ak . .k} E L is Borel in 9>" X a". Clearly F being Borel, this reduces

to showing {(i/0, k0,...) : 3mt/m Ç -d* ...* } is Borel, and this in turn to the obvious

fact that each {(i/0, fc0,...): Um E Akft...kj is Borel.

Remark. It seems that an essential improvement by Kechris of Burgess's method

was to apply Martin's theorem to the game (1') rather than games \/k03kx

Notice that for us in game (1), Martin's result may be needed for games played on

an uncountable set (even if k = a).

We want to consider the dual assertion, for (1) or (1'),

(4) lU03k0VUx E t/0V/c, ••• [n:3mUmEAkty..kn}€L.

First, fix any U0 and k0. Then (as is easily checked)

(5) VIA, Ç U0Vkx3U2 Ç Ux3k2 ■ ■ ■ {n:3mUmEAko...k} EL

is equivalent to

(50 Vt/0' E U0Vk'03U'x E U¿3k\ ■■■ {zz : 3mU¿ E Bk,...,,} G ~ F

where **„■■■*; = AkM...k,p] n U0.  (Loosely speaking U¡ = U,+ x and k\ = ki+x.)

(5') is exactly of the form (Y) (with Í70 for X and Bs for As). We now easily get

Theorem 5.3. If the game (1') is determinate (zzz particular if L is Borel) and (1')

fails, then G = GA\A) is meager somewhere (z'.e. G D U is meager for some U).

Proof. From the hypothesis we have the dual assertion (4). Hence there exist l/0*

and kl for which (5) holds (with t/0* for U0, k$ for k0), and so also its equivalent

(5'). Applying 5.1 to (5') we see that the set

H= [x E U0* :Vk'03k'x ■ ■ ■ {n : x E Bk,...k,} G~ l)

= {xGi/*:V/c,3/c2--- {n:Ami...kn}$L}
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is comeager in U*. But

H'= [x E U¿ :3k0Vkx ■ ■ ■ {« : x G Akf>...kJ ï l] D H

and H' E~ G (as no game and its dual hold simultaneously). Hence ~ G n U* is

comeager in i/0*, so G is meager somewhere, proving 5.3.

It might be remarked that the conclusion of 5.3 always holds if X is not a Baire

space.

We are now ready to prove (A) and (B) and even Kechris-style strengthenings (A')

and (B') in which it is only assumed that (1') is determinate. As noted in 2.1, for (A)

and (B) we can safely assume all As are open.

Theorem (A'). // F is Borel ( or, more generally, if ( 1 % is determinate for each

U E%), then G = GLiA) has the Baire property.

Proof. G¡ is a Boolean operation, and it follows (as is well known and easily

seen) that G^HAS n U: s E Sq(co))) = G,v(/1) n U. Hence by 5.1 and 5.3 (both

applied with U for X) we have

(6) For any open U ¥= 0, G n U is comeager in U or meager somewhere in U.

Hence

(6') For any open 0 ¥= 0, G is comeager somewhere in 0 or meager somewhere in

0.
But (6') implies that G has the Baire property (see [6, §11, IV]).   Q.E.D.

The idea of using such a condition here to imply Baire property is again due to

Kechris.

Before (B') we draw another conclusion from the equivalence of (5) and (5')

above, together with 5.1.

5.4. Let X be a Baire space. Then (1) and (1') are equivalent. Moreover (1) is

determinate if and only z/(l') is.

Proof. As we observed in the proof of 5.1, if either (1) or (1') holds then that

game can be played so that in each play (t/0, kQ, Ux, kx,...), Ak .. ,k is revolved by

Un+X. But for such resolved play, 3mUm C Ak¡y. ,k is equivalent to 3mUm < Ak ...k .

Indeed one direction is obvious, and if 3mUm < Ak ...k but not 3mUm EAk ...k,

then U„ + x is disjoint fromAk¡¡...k, and it follows easily that Un+X is meager, which is

impossible in a Baire space. Thus (1) and (1') are equivalent.

If, say, (1') is determinate and (1') fails, then (5) holds. Hence for some U0 and k0,

(5') holds. By the part of 5.4 already proved (for X = U0) (5') is equivalent to itself

with ' < ' replacing ' E '. Hence, clearly, (1) holds, as desired.

It is clear (using the remarks at the beginning of the proof of (A) above) that

Theorem (B) reduces to the case when 0 = X. We state and prove (B') only for the

case 0 = X.

Theorem (B'). Let X be a Baire space. 7/(1) is determinate (z'/z particular if L is

Borel) then the condition 'G is comeager' and (1) iand ([')) are equivalent.

Proof. By 5.4, (1) and (1') are equivalent and determinate together. By 5.1, (1')

implies that G is comeager. Assume (1) is determinate and (1') fails. Then by 5.3,
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G n U is meager for some U. Hence if G were also comeager, U itself would be

meager, contradicting the fact that A is a Baire space. This completes the proof.

We will now sharpen (1) in a way that will be especially useful in §7. We first need

Lemma 5.5. If A and B are open sets and A 4 B, then the set A — B has nonempty

interior.

Proof. Since A 4 B, by definition A — B is not meager, and so, in particular, not

nowhere dense. Thus there is a nonempty open 0 EA — B. But A — B = A — B

(since ~ 9> is closed), and so € n A E A (1 iA — B) = A — B. Thus is suffices to

show that 0 n A ¥= 0. But if 0 D A = 0, then 0 D A = 0, which contradicts the

fact that 0 E A. This completes the proof.

We will now show that (1"), immediately below, is equivalent to (1). Observe that

(1") is a "sharper" form of (1).

Proposition 5.6. Suppose that X is a Baire space. Then if

(1) VU0VkQ3Ux E U03kx--- {n:3mUm<Ako...ki) EL,

then

(l'O Vt/0V*03l/, E U03kx ■■■  {n:Un< Ako.. .k J G F.

Proof. First apply 4.3 to (1) with (C, «) = (9>, E), as = As, K = a, and

QiU/E, k) if and only if [n : 3m(Um < Ak ...k )) EL and conclude that there is a

strategy G for (1) in which, for any play (t/0, k0, Ux, kx,...) of (1) using G, for every

odd number n, U„ resolves Ak .. ,k (we do not need the rest of the conclusion of 4.3).

As was remarked in the proof of 5.1, this says that for all odd zz, either U„ E Ak .. ,k

or U„ D Ak .. ,k = 0, and it follows easily that

(*) for all odd n, 3mU„, < Ak ...k if and only if U„ < Ak ...k .

We shall now modify the strategy G so that (*) holds for even n as well. As play

progresses, II will 'simulate' another play of game (1) going on at the same time in

which he (II) is following the strategy G.

Say Iplays(i/0, zc0).

If U0 < Ak , II simulates that I has played t/0' = U0.

If U0 4 Ak , by the lemma just proved, U0 — Ak has nonempty interior. II

simulates that I has played some U¿ E U0 — Ak .

Then in both the simulated and the real games, II plays (£/,, A:,) = G((l/0', k0)).

Note that if U0^ Ak , then since Ux E U¿ E ~ Ak , we have

(*o) if U04 Aka,thenVV E%(V E Ux ̂  V4 Aj.

Now say I plays (i/2, k2).

If U2 < Akok¡k2, II simulates U2 = U2.

If U2 4 U2 - Ak k k , again U2 - Akgk¡ki has nonempty interior, so II simulates

U2 E U2- Akgktki and plays in both games (t/3, k3) = G((t70', k0, U2, k2)). As be-

fore,

(. ) iiU2 4 Akokik2, then VK G 9>{u E U3 - V+A^).
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Play   continues   in    this   manner,    producing    a    simulated   play   z' =

(U¿, k0, Ux, kx, U2, k2,...)   played   according   to   G,   and   an   actual  play  z =

(t/0, k0, Ux, kx, U2,...). Since G was a winning strategy for (1), Q(z') holds, which

clearly implies Qiz). Thus our strategy is a winning strategy for (1). We now show

that

(**) for all n, 3mUm < Ak¡¡.. .k¡ if and only if U„ *£ Ak(¡...k¡.

Indeed, for n odd, this follows immediately from (*). For n even, right to left is

trivial, so suppose JJn^ Ak ...k. Then by (*„), if v E 9) and VE Un+X, then

V <^f Ak ...k. This implies that, for all m> n + \, U„, 4 Ak ...k. For m < n,

£7m 4 Ak .. ,k, since Um D U„. This establishes (**).

Thus since we have [n : 3mUm *^Ak...k } EL, we have {n :Un^Ak ...k ) EL

as well by (**). This completes the proof.

We remark that the analogue of 5.6 with (1') in the place of (1) fails.

By exactly the same argument, using 4.3' in place of 4.3, we have

Proposition 5.6'. IfXis a Baire space, then if

(5") 3U03k0VUxEU0Vkx--- [n:3mUm<Ak9...kn}eL,

then

(5'") 3t/03/c0Vt/, Ç Í/0V*. ■■■ [n: U„<Akr..km] G F.

This if game (1) is determinate, 5.6' provides the converse to 5.6. (In particular, if

F is Borel, (1) is a Borel game by an easier version of the argument for 5.2.) We

therefore have

Theorem (B"). If L is Borel, then (1) is equivalent to (1"), and hence (1") is

equivalent to the condition 'GLiA) is comeager'.

We close this section by discussing some alternative forms of the conditions (T)

and (1"). As usual [12, §21], if I is the ideal of all meager sets, we can form the

Boolean algebra 9iX)/I, and the important subalgebra BP /I = 33 = 33(A) (where

BP is the field of all sets having the Baire property). 23 is complete (see [12, §21]). Its

nonzero elements we denote by subscripted b. Let subscripted U' range over

nonmeager open sets in A. It is easy to see that the following conditions (1'") and

(1"") are equivalent.

(1"0 V/30V/c03z3, « ¿>03zc, • • •  [n : b„ « (Ak<¡...k/l)} E L.

(1"") VÍ/0'Vzc03í/í E Ußkx ■••{«: U^<Akr..kn} E L.

(Suppose (1'") holds. In game (1"") let I play (U¿, k0). Put b0 = U¿/I and, by the

strategy for (1'") applied to (/30, k0), get bx < b0 and k0. Choose F so V/I = bx, and

let U[ = t/0 n V. Then U[ E U¿ and U[/I = bx. Continuing, we clearly win in (1"").

The reverse argument is similar.)

Clearly if A is a Baire space, (1"") is identical with (1"). All the same things hold

for games starting with 3, and hence (1'") and (1"") are determinate together. Of

course, if F is Borel, the games (!'") and (1"") are Borel.
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Now [6, §10, V], in any space X, let F be the union of all meager open sets, and let

D be — E; then D is a Baire space. D is comeager in X, and D is regular closed

(D = 0 for some open 0). It is easy to see that our 23(A) and 23(Z)) are canonically

isomorphic, and hence (1'") on X and (1'") on D coincide. We now see that (1'") (or

( 1 "")) is the ' best' condition, since we have

(B'") For any space X, if (1'") is determinate (or if L is Borel), then the condition

'G is comeager' and (1'") are equivalent. Hence, if F is Borel, then for any b,

Vb0<bVk03bx <b03kx--- {n:bn<Ako...k/l} EL

if and only if G/I < b.

(B"") holds because both conditions are equivalent to their own versions on D,

where (1'") is the same as (1"), so equivalent to comeager by (B").

Aside. It can be rather easily shown that if the now odd condition (1') holds for a

general X, then it holds for 0( X) (or indeed any regular closed subspace). Thus 5.1

would be no weaker if restricted to Baire spaces.

Let F be Borel. The operation GL also produces an Sq(w)-ary algebraic operation

YL on each complete Boolean algebra 23. 23 can be represented (in many ways) as

23 ( X) (as above). Then we put

TL((as: s E Sq(«))) = GL((^: s E Sq(a)))/I

whenever AJÍ = as (well defined for our A by 2.1 and (A)). Now by the second part

of (B'"), we see that G/I comes out the same no matter which X as above is taken.

In other words G/I can be defined within 23 as the unique c such that, for any

d E 23, d < c if and only if

V/30<dVfc0-- {n:b„<ako...km} EL.

6. Corresponding results for «-meager. Let « be a fixed infinite cardinal, and let

subscripted a, ß, y range over «. X is still any ordinary topological space. As

promised in §3, we now give a new proof of the pivotal (C) which applies also to the

«-notions.

Theorem (C)k. //

(*) Vt/0Va03t/, E t/03«, • • • ( fi  Um E [x : Pxa) ),

then [x : Va03a, • • • Pxa) is K-comeager. iCompare [9].)

Proof of (C)k. Let F be a winning strategy as guaranteed by (*). We will define

an indexed family (Ss: s E Sq(«)) of sets Ss of 'partial plays'. Here, by a partial

F-play,   or   just   a   play   for   short,   we   mean   a   finite   sequence   z =

(i/0, «o, V0, ß0,..., U„, an, V„, ß„), where t/0 D VQ D Ux D ■ ■ ■ D V„ and strategy F

has been followed. A play z' = (t/0', a'0, V¿, /%,..., V'n, ß'n) is called disjoint from z if

vnr\vn= 0.

For each a0 let S, ^ be a maximal pairwise disjoint set of plays (t/0, a0, V0, ß0).

The set

T{ao) = U {V0 : for some t/0, ß0, (t/0, a0, V0, ß0) E S(0q))
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is open and dense. Indeed, if for some U, U E ~ F(a ,, then the (unique) play

(t/, a0, V, ß0) could be added to S(a ,, contrary to its maximality.

For every i<x0,ax), let 5(a)Q) be a maximal pairwise disjoint set of plays

(t/0, <x0, V0, ß0, Ux, ax, Vx, ßx) such that (t/0, a0, V0, ß0) E S{a ,. As before, it turns

out that

T,ao,ßo)= U {vx: for some U0,ß0,Ux,ßx,(U0,a0,...,Vx,ßx)ES{ao,ai)}

is open and dense. Indeed, suppose some U E~ T,a a r Since T,a x is dense and

open, U intersects it, and hence for some (t/0, a0, V0, ß0) E S{a ,, the open set

W = U D V0 ¥= 0. Then the play (t/0, a0, V0, ß0, W, a,, V, ßx) could be added to

S(a  a v contradicting maximality as before.

Continuing inductively in this way, S,a a ) and T(a a ) are defined in general.

Since the («) sets Ss, s E Sq(«), are all dense open, the set H = D [Ts : s E Sq(«)} is

«-comeager. Hence it suffices to show that for all x E H,

(**) \fa03ß^ax3ßx ■ ■ ■ P(x, (a0, ß0, ax,...)).

Suppose x E H. We give IPs winning strategy for (**).

Suppose I plays a0. Now x E T,ay and since S,   ^ is pairwise disjoint,

(7) there is exactly one (t/0, a0, V0, ß0) E S(<Xo) such that x E V0.

In (**), let II play ß0. Suppose next I plays ax. Again, since x E Ta a ,,

(8) there is exactly one (U¿, «0, V¿, ß^, t/,, a,, Vx, ßx) G 5(0o a|) such that x E Vx.

Now x E Vx and so x E V0, and iU¿, a0, V¿, ß$) G S,a), by definition, so by (7), U¿,

V¿, and ß^ are t/0, V0, and ß0. II plays ßx in game (**).

II plays in a similar way throughout the game.

Clearly, if (a0, /?0, ax, ßx,...) is a full play of (**) by the above strategy, then

there is a (unique)

(9) (U0,a0,V0,ß0,Ux,ax,...)

such that x E Vn, and for each n, (U0, a0,..., V„, ßn) E S(a ...,0(i). From the defini-

tion of the Ss, we infer that (9) is a play of the game (*) by the winning strategy F.

Hence n„ewF„ E [x: F(x, (a0, ft,,. . .))}. Since xG n„e/„, we have

Pix,ia0, ß0,...)). Thus our strategy for (**) has won, completing the proof.

Now that we have a proof of (C)K, the reader may verify that the remainder of §5

from 5.1 to (B'") can be read correctly verbatim in the «-version, that is, substituting

the notion «-meager, «-Baire property, <K, =K, «-Baire space for their respective

ordinary versions, and taking K = «, that is, letting subscripted k range over « in all

games Vk03kx ■■ ■ and Vt/oVÂ^fASzc, • • •. (Note that F is still a subset of ^p(w),

and when F is Borel in §5, it is still ordinary Borel.)

These remarks must be clarified in connection with reference to [6] concerning the

discussion just before (B'") of the sets D and E. It is known (but it is not so easy to

give a reference) that all these things hold in the «-version. In fact, if one starts at [6,

§10] (sets of the first category), the entire discussion, at least to just before Corollary

1, §§II, IV—enough for us—holds in the «-version essentially verbatim. The only

case where this is not pretty clear in advance is the critical Banach Theorem on
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Additivity (§10; III), now read: the union of «-meager sets each open in their union

is «-meager. But here also the proof in [6] works perfectly for «. So §5 (in the

«-version) shows

Theorem 6.1. Everything in §5 holds in the K-version. In particular, if L is Borel

then

(A)K The Borel K-game operation G[•" preserves the K-Baire property.

(B)K // X is a K-Baire space and the sets As, s E Sq(«), have the K-Baire property,

then Gl'K(A) *zK U if and only if

VU0Va03Ux E U03ax ■■■  [n : 3mUm ̂ K Aa<¡.. .„J G L.

(B")K Under the hypotheses of(B)K, the equivalent conditions in the conclusion of(B)K

are also equivalent to

Vt/oVa03t/, E t/03a, •••{«: Un <K Aao...aJ G F.

By analogy with the C-sets (see, e.g., [13]), let CLX,K be the least class of subsets of

X containing the open sets, and closed under complement, < «-union, and GfK.

From (A)K we obtain at once

Corollary 6.2. If L is Borel, then all C^^-sets have the K-Baire property.

7. Action and logic. In this section we discuss applications of Theorem (B)K in

connection with group actions (in particular the logic action) and the *-transform of

[13]. This discussion will be given at once for the general «-case, as the case « = a

has essentially been dealt with by Burgess [1].

Let G be a topological group which is a «-Baire space and which acts continuously

on a topological space X. (The 'product case' of [13] and the case where A is a Borel

space (see Miller [8]) could also be considered.) In this section, G plays the role

played by X in the rest of this paper; 9> is a weak basis for G, and subscripted U will

range over 9>.

If B E X and x E X, put Bx = {g G G : gx E B). If 0 Ç G is nonempty and

open, put B*e = [x E X: Bx <K 0}. B* = B*G. A E X is called «-normal if Ax has

the «-Baire property for all x E X.

The behavior of the *-transform on closed sets and over complements, intersec-

tions of length at most «, and the operation (A) is discussed in [13]. In particular, we

know that B* is invariant (under the group action), and that B = B* if and only if B

is invariant. Also

(10) if F is closed, so is B*,

(ii) (nF„)*=n*a*.
<*<* a<ic

(12) If F is «-normal, then (~ B)* =~ \J B*u.
ize®

It follows that if G has a weak basis of cardinality < «, and B is «-Borel, then so is

B*. The following theorem (a corollary of (B")K) shows how * behaves with respect

to the operation G¿ •".
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Theorem 7.1. Suppose L is Borel. Then

(a) All G^-sets are K-normal.

(b) LetAsEX be K-normal for all s E Sq(«) and let H = G£K(A). Then if 0 E G

is open and nonempty and x E X, then x E H*L if and only if

Vt/0 Ç 0Vao3t/, Ç t/03a, ■■■ [n:xE A*£..a] E L.

Proof, (a) follows immediately from 6.2 since the inverse image Bx of a C/"-set

is clearly Cf ■".
By definition, x G A*u" if and only if t/„ ^K Ax. Hence (b) is an immediate

consequence of (B")K.

For 1 < | < id,, let C*'" be the least class of subsets of Xcontaining the open sets,

and closed under complement, union of length at most «, and the operations G£,K,

where F ranges over all n° subsets of 9(a). (See §2.)

Corollary 7.2. // G has a weak basis of cardinality at most «, and B is a C*,K set,

then so is B*e.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the formation of the C*,K set B. The cases

when B is closed or the «-union or complement of previous CfK sets follow

immediately from ( 10)—( 12) above (but note that the complement case uses 7.1(a), as

does the case below).

Suppose that B = GlK(A), where L is a\l\] set, and each As is a C*'K set. To

complete the proof, it clearly suffices to show that the game in 7.1(b) is equivalent to

a game

Vt/0V«03t/,3al • • • {n:xEA'(U0,a0,...,U„,an)} EL'

where each set A' is an A*u'\ a , X, or 0, and L' is a II¿ subset of 9(a).

Indeed, if £ = 1 (i.e., if L is closed), this may be done almost exactly as in [13,

Corollary 1.8]. For £ > 2, the reader may check, using (2') of §2, that if we set

t/_, = P,

X ifn = 2k+ Land Uk E t/A_,,

0 if n = 2k + \, and Uk(Z Uk_x,

A*y."..„.     ifn = 2k,

A'(Ux),a{).U„,a„)

«o-

and L' = [S E a: if for all even k, 2k + 1 G S, then for all odd k, 2k + 1 G S and

{k : 2k E S) E L), this works.

Burgess [1] deduced 7.1 and 7.2 from Theorem (B) for the case « = a and G

Polish. For « = w, our 7.1 and 7.2 have advanced from [1] only by replacing the

hypothesis 'G is Polish' by 'G has a countable weak basis'. However for « uncount-

able, 7.1 and 7.2 are new.

Following §4 of [13], we now apply 7.1 to an enriched version of the language

tK+K. Henceforth we assume that « is regular and 2X < « whenever X < «.

A similarity type of structures is a pair p = (p', J) where p' :/->«. (Af, S) is a

p-structure if S E Xp M = Uiel2MI'' X MJ. (Thus a-ary relations are allowed for

a < k.) For simplicity assume / U J has cardinality at most «. (For a way of
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avoiding this assumption, see [13].) Set X = Xp = Xp K with the «-topology, which

has as a basis all intersections of fewer than « sets which are open in the product

topology. Let G be the group «! of all permutations of «, also with the «-topology. G

is a «-Baire space (see [10]). G has the basis 9> = ([a] : a G «ï, a nonrepeating},

where [a] = {g G G : g"' D o). (Henceforth we will use the letter s to range over k-

and a to range over nonrepeating elements of k-. As usual, for any set S, S- =

U <K Sy.) Note that, under our assumptions on k, 9> has cardinality k.

Also, G is a topological group which acts continuously on X, gS being the usual

isomorph of S under g.

Let n£, 1 < £ < cd,, be the usual hierarchy of Borel sets as in §2. For all £,

1 =£ £ < cd,, we will define a language £k+kC£, which will be £K.K with the addition of

new operators which formalize the IT^-game operations.

The language £k+kG£ has p'(z')-ary relation symbols F, (j G /), individual constant

symbols c¡ (j E J), variables u^ (tj < k), a» , ~ , V, A, and the variable-binding

operations GL (for all 11° subsets L of 9ia)). Atomic formulas are as usual. The

class of formulas is the smallest class containing the atomic formulas, and closed

under ~ , VU7 (where Wis a set of fewer than k variables), A S (where S is a set of

at most k formulas having fewer than « free variables), and under G'. That is,

suppose

<D (<0;..',«: :nEa,a0,... ,an, ß0,... ,ß„ < «)

is a system of formulas, and W=(w!i:iEa, y < «) is a system of distinct

variables. Further suppose that V = {vv : tj < 8) is a set of fewer than « variables,

disjoint from W, and that the free variables of (¡p^1, '^ are among V U {w^ : i =s n,

y < ßj). Then G^(<t>) is satisfied by a structure (A/, S) under the assignment

v -* w,, just in case

(*) Vs°Vcx03sx3ax n:(M,S)t<pl /(J°).Us")

m. sW r¡<8

i-^n

y,</(i')J

L.

(Unlike the case « = cd in [13] and [1], for k > a there is no equivalent language in

which the game players play only one element of the model at a time, rather than a

sequence of length < k.)

From now on we consider only p-structures (M, S) with M = «, so (M, S) can be

identified with the point S G A. A set F Ç A is called an tK+KC$-set if it is the class

of models (with universe «) of a sentence of £I£+kC£.

Theorem 7.3 (Burgess for k = cd). Invariant C*'K = £k+kC£ (that is, B E X is an

invariant C*'K-set if and only if B is an íK+KG¡--set).

Proof. 7.3 is really a corollary of 7.1(b) by the same method as [13] and [1], so we

sketch only the argument. The right-to-left direction is easy but heavily uses the

hypothesis that 2X *s k for X < k. For the other direction, for A EX and ß < k, let

A('ß) = {(S, o) G X X Kß : S G A'™). We will show

(13)     If A is a C/^-set, and ß < «, then A('ß) is an £K+líGf set (in X X K'ß).
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This will complete the proof, for if A is also invariant, we will have shown that

A = A* = A(*0) is an £k + kC£-set.

The cases when A is open, or the complement of < «-union of previous C(x-K-sets

are dealt with in [13]. Thus it will suffice to prove the following.

(14) Suppose for each t E Sq(«), A, is a C*,K-set and satisfies (8); let H =

G?-K((A, : t E Sq( k))), where L is U°( in 6P(cd). Then (13) holds for H.

Indeed, by hypothesis, for each t E Sq(«) and ß < «, there exists a formula (¡d/3 of

£k.kC£ with free variables among [un : tj < ß) such that, for all SEX and all

nonrepeating a G k^,

(15) (S, a) Gy4<*/3)ifandonlyif(«,5)N <p}
i

Ct(t})
t,</3

Applying 7.1 to the basis 9>, we see that for all such iS,o), the following are

equivalent.

(S,o)EH{'ß),        SEJTM

Va° D aVa„3a' D a°3a. ":5G<,0|.«„ GF.

(16)     Va» D aVa03a' D a°3a, • • • I n : (S, a") G A'<><°"»\ E L.

Va°D trVa03a' D a°3a, • • • jn : (k, S) 1= <p«a"'0
a"(î,)

7)</(0")

GF.

We must show that (16) is equivalent to an expression of the form (*). We will use

a coding like the one in the proof of 7.2. As in the case of 7.2, the case £ = 1 was

essentially dealt with in [13], so we consider only £ > 2.

Suppose that ß + ß0 + ■■• +ßn = S, and let {vv : tj < ß) U {w^ : y, < ft, i < zz)

be a set of distinct variables not occurring bound in <pf. Recall that <pf has its free

variables among {uv:r¡<8). Let q>ß""ß" be the formula tpf but with the free

occurrences of its first ß free variables [uv : tj < ß) replaced by {v^ : tj < ß), its next

ft, free variables {uv : ß < tj < ß + ft,} replaced by {w° : y0 < ß0), and so on.

Note that the assertion ",v is nonrepeating" is expressible in our language. Let

t(ft ft,_,ft, ) be the formula which says: "The variables {t;,, : tj < ß) U (w| : y, <

ft, z: *£ n) denote distinct objects." The reader will verify that (**) is equivalent to

(16).

(**)    Vs°Va03s'3a zz;(«,5)N^;V(lD)
% wy,

o(v)   *'(yi)
i<n

Y,</(i')y

GF'

where

^    ß       ii(ß,ß0,...,ßk_x)^t(ß,ß0,...,ßk)    ifn = 2k+\,

^«o° ■ •«„" ~ j ¿fo- • ̂ *      if w = 2/t,
T"o' '   ak

and F' is as in the proof of 7.2. Note that (**) is in the desired form, completing the

proof.
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